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**Wordless spread**
spread with an illustration and no words

**Negative Space**
spread with an illustration and no words

**Air frame**
white space surrounding a picture in place of a frame defined by lines

**Decorative frame**
illustrations and designs that form a frame
Shaped format
book printed and bound not square or rectangle

Trim size

Spine
bound side of a book's cover on the outside
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**Dual images**
pictures divided into two scenes-connect or contrast

**Collage**
art made by sticking different materials, paper, and/or fabric onto a backing

**Painting**
art made by acrylic, oil, or watercolor paints
Woodcut
printmaking from a carved and inked plank of wood

Front cover
face of the cover where book begins

Back cover
the cover opposite to the front cover

Table of Contents
list of chapters or sections of a book
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